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ABSTRACT 
Linear transformations on the set of n X n complex matrices which preserve 
normal matrices are characterized. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We denote the space of n X n complex matrices by ./Z,, and the subset of 
hermitian matrices by Xn. We denote the set of linear transformations on 
&, by _.&&,> and the subsets of hermitian-preserving and normal-preserv- 
ing linear transformations by Z&@ and &‘3’ respectively. The linear 
transformations T, S E _.&(&) are said to be image-commuting (IC) if and 
only if [T(A),S(A)] = 0 f or all A E .&, and hermitian-image-commuting 
(HIC) if and only if [T(H), S(H)] = 0 f or all H E X”, where the commutator 
[A,B]=AB-BA. 
An open problem in matrix theory the past twenty years has been to 
characterize linear transformations which preserve normal matrices. Hermi- 
tian-preserving linear transformations have been characterized in [6], [8], [4], 
and [ll], with a listing of characterizations appearing in [ 111. However, since 
the sum of two normal matrices is not necessarily normal, techniques from 
the above papers cannot be extended or adjusted. Characterizations of 
normal matrices (cf. [7]) do not seem to generalize to normal preservers. 
Since a matrix is normal if and only if its hermitian part and skew-hermi- 
tian part commute, commutativity-preserving linear transformations naturally 
appear in the study of normal-preserving linear transformations. Under 
varying hypotheses, they have been characterized by Watkins [Is], Pierce 
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and Watkins [lo], Beasley [2], Chan and Lim [3], Radjavi [12], and Choi, 
Jafarian, and Radjavi 151. 
Hermitian-preserving linear transformations which are also normal-pre- 
servers have been characterized by Choi, Jafarian, and Radjavi [5] as follows: 
THEOREM 1.1. If L E S9, then the following are equivalent: 
(a) L is normal-preserving, 
(b) L preserves commuting hermitian pairs. 
(c) L is commutativity-preserving . 
The Toeplitz decomposition of A E J& as A = H + iK, where H, K E Xn 
are unique, is a standard result in basic matrix theory. Often we write 
H = Re A and K = Im A. The following generalization by Barker, Hill, and 
Haertel [l] opens the door to all of our characterization theorems. 
THEOREM 1.2. Every L E _.8(.,&) can be represented as L = BL + i/L, 
where S?L, 3L E 29 are unique. 
Note that S%?L(A) = i[L(A)+ L(A*)*] and .YL(A)= (i/2)[L(A*)* - 
L(A)]. Also, note that these differ from the components of the Toeplitz 
decomposition of L(A), viz., Re L(A) and Im L(A). 
2. CHARACTERIZATIONS 
We begin with a lemma which is used in the proof of one characterization 
of normal-preserving linear transformations. Note that Theorem 1.1 is used to 
extend our list of characterizations. 
LEMMA 2.1. Zf A,BE.kn such that [A,B]=O, [ReA,ReB]=O, and 
A + iB is normal, then A and B are normal matrices. 
Proof. Assume that A, B E kj such that [A, B] = 0, [ReA,Re B]= 0, 
and A + iB is normal. Without loss of generality we assume A and B to be 
upper triangular. Then A + iB is diagonal and thus aij = - ibij for j > i. 
Rewrite A = diag A - il? and B = diag B + 8, where 8 is strictly upper 
triangular. Since [A,B]=o and [ReA,ReB]=O, we have [A,B*]+[A*,B] 
= [diag A - ifi, diag B* + I?*] + [diag A* + iB^*, diag B + B] = 0. The diagonal 
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entries of this sum of commutators are found by computing the diagonal 
entries of -24&B*]. Hence <[& 8*]),, = C3,i+ilbij12 -Zil:lbji12 = 0 for 
i=l,2,..., n, which implies that bij = 0 for j > i. Therefore, B^ = 0; thus A 
and B are diagonal; hence, they are normal matrices. q 
THEOREM 2.2. Let L E _./(.kJ Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) L is nomzal-preserving . 
(2) [9?L(H)-- SL(K),gL(K)+ #L(H)]=0 for all commuting hermi- 
tian pairs H, K. 
(3) A%'L and ~55 are hermitian-image-commuting and [ %'L(H>, .%'L(K)] + 
[sL(H),.Y-L(K)]=0 f 11 or a commuting hermitian pairs H, K. 
(4) S??L and SL are hermitian-image-commuting and normal-preserving. 
(5) &?L and SL are hermitian-image-commuting and preserve commut- 
ing hermitian pairs. 
(6) SL and JtL are hermitian-image-commuting and commutativity-pre- 
serving. 
(7) 9L and YIZL are image-commuting and normal-preserving. 
(8) A?L and 3L are image-commuting and preserve commuting hermi- 
tian pairs. 
(9) S?L and XL are image-commuting and commutativity-preserving. 
Proof. For (1) j (21, assume that L E .AW, and let H and K be a 
commuting hermitian pair. Th en H+iK and L(H+iK)={.%'L(H)- 
>L(K)}+ i{>L(H)+ .%'L(K)} are normal, which implies that [&'L(H)- 
SL(K),cYL(H)+c@L(K)]=O. 
For(2)a(3),assume that [AL-~L(K),~L(H)+~L(K)I=O for 
all commuting hermitian pairs H and K. Since H and 0 commute for all 
HE& and XL(O)= .G@L(O)=O, we have [S'L(H),flL(H)]=O for all 
H E Zn. Hence, S?L and 3L are HIC and 
= [.@L(H),3L(H)] + [-@L(H),SL(K)] 
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For (3) 3 (4) assume that [ s’L(H), a~,(K)l+ [sL(H), sL(K)] = 0 for 
all commuting pairs H, K E Zn, and B”L and SL are HIC. Let N E kn 
be normal with Toeplitz decomposition H + iK. Since [H, K] = 0 and 
[92,5(H)- XL(K),YL(H)+ ~L(K)I=O, L(N)=LZL(N)+~JWN)= 
{915(H)- XL(K)}+ i{#L(H)+ WL(K)} is normal. Since HIC implies IC, 
we have [Z%‘L(N), sL(N)] = 0 and [L%‘L(H),~L(H)] = 0. Hence, WL(N) 
and sL(N) are normal by Lemma 2.1; hence, .%?L,, /L E Mp. 
The equivalence of HIC and IC and the three equivalent conditions of 
Theorem 1.1 for hermitian-preserving linear transformations yields (4) e 
(5) c* (6) = (7) a (8) e (9). 
For (7) * (1) assume that %‘L and XL are IC and normal-preserving 
and N E kn is normal. Since Z&‘L( N) and XL(N) are normal matrices and 
[Z%?I,(N), sL(N)] = 0, L(N) = WL(N)+ id%?,(N) is also a normal matrix. 
Therefore, L is normal-preserving. n 
We observe that if L is normal-preserving, then L preserves commuting 
pairs of normal matrices, since if A and B are a commuting pair of normal 
matrices, then A + .zB is normal for all z E C. Hence L(A), L(B), and 
L(A)+ zL(B) are normal for all .z E C. Therefore, L(A) and L(B) commute. 
Hence, L preserves commuting pairs of normal matrices. 
However, if L preserves commuting pairs of normal matrices, it is not 
necessarily normal-preserving. Consider L E -/‘(AZ) defined by 
L(A) = SAS-‘, 
This linear transformation preserves all commuting pairs of matrices. Yet 
is not a normal matrix; hence, this linear transformation is not normal-pre- 
serving. 
3. A STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION FOR 
NORMAL-PRESERVING LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS 
The following characterization of normal-preserving not only resembles 
Theorem 2 of Choi, Jafarian, and Radjavi [5, p. 2291 in appearance, it uses 
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this result in its proof. (Further, they note [S, p. 2401 that their result is not 
true for the n = 2 case.) This argues that normal-preserving is closely related 
to commutativity-preserving on kn (rather than hermitian-preserving as 
previously stated). 
THEOREM 3.1. L.et n > 3. Then L E J’S’ if and only if Rng L is normal 
or there exist a unitary matrix U, a scalar c, and a linear functional f such 
that L has one of the following forms: 
(i) L(X) = cU*XU + f(X)1 for all X E Aa, 
(ii) L(X) = cU*X”U+ f(X)1 for all X E An. 
In the following Eij denotes the matrix with a 1 in the (i, j)th position 
and zeros elsewhere; ei denotes the vector with a 1 in the ith position 
and zeros elsewhere; A”’ denotes the ith column of the matrix A; and 4 
denotes the groups of permutations on {1,2,. . . , n). A matrix which has 
exactly one nonzero element in each row and column is said to be a 
generalized permutation matrix. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let X E .& have n distinct eigenvalues A,, A,, . . , A,, and 
let U E ~2” be a unitary matrix such that U*XU = diag{h,, A,, . . . , A,,}. Let 
V E .d,, be unitary. Then V*XV = diag{A,(,), AvC2,, . . , ACT(,,$ fm some u E 
_4 if and only if V = UG where G = (cz,e,(,), Ly2eWC2),.. .  o,e,(,)) with 
Ilq = 1. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let G be a unitary generalized permutation matrix. Then 
[X,G*XG] = 0 f or all X E A,, if and only if G = (~1 with ICY = 1. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let U,V E .k;, be unitary matrices. Then [U*XU,V*XV] = 
0 forallXE.& ifandonlyifV=aUwith ]ol=l. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let U,V E -k,, be unitary matrices. Then the condition 
[U*XU,V*X”V] = 0 cannot hold for all X E .A?,,. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let T E 2?9 have a commutative range, and let V E A” 
be unitary. Then [T(X),V*XV] = 0 fm all X E A,, if and only if T(X)= 
f (X)1 f2r some linear functional f on 2”. 
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4. PROOFS OF THEOREM 3.1 AND LEMMAS 3.2-3.6. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. If Rng L is normal or if L has form (i) or (ii), then 
it is immediate that L E .A%@. 
Suppose LEJ’~ with na3. By Theorem 1.2, L= A%‘L+i>L where 
A?L, XL E 29. By Theorem 2.2(9), S%‘L and >L must be 
commutativity-preserving and IC, i.e., [.58L(X), >L(X)] = 0 for all X E &$. 
By [5, Theorem 21 there exist unitary matrices U and V, real numbers (Y and 
p, and linear functionals h and g such that .%‘L and YL have the following 
forms: 
(a) 9L(X) = ffU”XU + h(X)Z for all X E &, 
(b) .%‘L(X) = aU*X”U+ h(X)Z for all X E kj,, or 
(c) Rng S%‘L is commutative, 
and 
(d) XL(X) = /?V*XV + g(X)Z for all X E .&, 
(e) SL(X) = pV*X”V+ g(X)Z for all X E .k”, or 
(f) Rng SL is commutative. 
If .%?L and >L have forms (a) and (d) or (b! and (e) respectively, then 
the IC condition implies that [U*XU,V*XV] = 0 for all X E An. Then by 
Lemma 3.4 we have that V = yU, where ]y] = 1. Hence, L(X) = cU*XU + 
f(X)Z or L(X)= cU*Xt’U + f(X)Z, where c = a + ip and f(X)= h(X)+ 
ig(X). 
If &?L and SL have forms (a) and (e) or (6) and (d) respectively, then 
the IC conditions implies that [U*XU,V*Xt’V] = 0 for all X E .k”. How- 
ever, by Lemma 3.5 this is not possible for all X E &. 
If 9L and .YL have forms (a) and (f), (b) and (f), (cl and (d), or (c) and 
(e) respectively and are IC, then by Lemma 3.6 we have that the linear 
transformation that has commutative range has the form g(X)Z or h(X)Z. 
Hence, L(X) = cU*XU + f(X)Z or L(X)= cU*X”U + f(X>Z for all X E 
J$, where c = (Y or pi and f(X) = h(X)+ ig(X). 
If .%‘L and >L have the forms (c) and (f) respectively and are IC, then 
L(X) is normal for all X E .kn, since its real and imaginary parts commute 
(writing X = H + iK in its Toeplitz decomposition). Therefore, Rng L is 
nOIn& W 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Suppose X E .k,, has n distinct eigenvalues, 
U,V E k” are unitary matrices such that U*XU = diag{A,, A,, . . ., A,), and, 
for some u E 4, V*XV = diag(A,,,,, Am(a), . . , A,,,$. Then Uci) is an eigen- 
vector corresponding to hi, and Vci) is an eigenvector corresponding to AOcij. 
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Since the hi’s are distinct, the dimension of the eigenspace of Ai is 1 for each 
i=l,2 , . . . , n. Hence, VCi) = a.@‘) for each i = 1 2 n. (Note that ]q] = 1 
since V is unitary.) Therefore,’ V = UG, where G 1 (i;LWC1), .. . , cw,e,(,,) with 
]ffil = 1. 
If V = UG where G is a unitary generalized permutation matrix, then by 
calculation we have that V*XV = diag(h,(,,, Au(s), . . . , A,,,)} for some u E 4. 
n 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Let G = (cr,e,(,), ~ze,,C2r.. , a,e,(,)) for some 
u E 4 with ]CQ( = 1. Assume that [x,G*xG]= 0 for all X E .k?“, and 
specialize X = (e,, ek, . . . , e,). Then XG*XG = zl(a,ek, crZek,. . . , o,,ek) and 
G*XGX = (YIak(el, el, . . , e,), where I =a-l(k). Hence, k = 1 and LY( = ok 
for i = 1 2 , >...> n. This implies that G = crl, where (Y = ok. 
If G = cul, then [X,G*XG] = 0 for all X E k”. n 
ProofofLemmu3.4. If V=aU,then[U*XU,V*XV]=OforallX~k~. 
Suppose [U*XU,V*XV] = 0 for all X E .&. Specialize X = UDU*, where 
D = diag{A,, A,, . . , A,) with Ai’s distinct and nonzero. Then 0 = 
[U*XU,V*XV]=[D,V*XV]. Letting V*XV=(k,,), this gives that Aikij = 
Ajkjj; hence, kij = 0 whenever i # j. Therefore, V*XV is diagonal; thus, 
there exists u E 4 such that V*XV = diag{A,,,,, An(a), . . . , A,,,J. Lemma 
3.2 implies that V = UG, where G = (ale,(,), uses,. . . , a,e,(,)) with Ioil = 
1. NOW we have [U*XU,V*XV]=[U*XU,G*U*XUG]=O for all XE~‘“. 
By specializing X = UYU*, [Y,G*YG] = 0 for all Y E J&. Therefore, by 
Lemma 3.3, G = (YZ where ]LY~ = 1; thus, V= CYU with Ial = 1. n 
Proof of Lemma 3.5. Suppose [U*XU,V*X”V]= 0 for all X E A”. Let 
D = diag{A,, A,, . . . , A,} with Ai’5 distinct and nonzero, and let X = UDU*. 
Then 0 = [ D,V*X”V] = [ D,V*UDUtrV], which implies V*X”V is diagonal 
(as in the proof of Lemma 3.4 above). By application of Lemma 3.2, V = !?G 
with G a unitary generalized permutation matrix. Then 0 = [U*XU,V*X”V] 
= [U*XU, G*U”X”fiG] = [U*XU, G*(U*XU)“G] for all X E .k$, i.e., 
[Y, G*Y t’G] = 0, where Y = U*XU. Let s E {l, 2,. . . , n); then there exists 
k ~{1,2,..., n} such that a(k) = s. Specialize Y = Cy=lEi,. Then G*Y”G = 
Z,(a,ek,a2ek,..., crnek), and (YG*Yt’G)ij =(G*Y’TGY)ij implies that a(i) 
# i for all i = 1,2,.. .,n. Specializing Y = E,, + E,, + E,, - E,,, we have 
that if v(k) = s, then o(s) = k and (~~5, = - 1; hence, n is even. Specializ- 
ing Y = E,, + E,, + E,, + E,, + E,, + Epk [where p # k, p # s, and a(p) = 
t] gives us that the condition [Y,G*Y “G] = 0 is not possible for all Y E .&. 
Hence, [ U*XU, V*X t’V] = 0 is not possible for all X E &,. W 
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Proof of Lemma 3.6. The “only if’ part of this proof is obvious. 
Since T E 2.P and Rng T is commutative, T(X) = T(H)+ iT(K) is 
normal for all X = H + iK E An. Thus, there is a normal basis for Rng T, say 
N,,N,,..., Nk. Since Rng T is commutative, its basis is a commutative family, 
and by [9, p. 811 there exists a unitary matrix U such that UNiU* = Di is 
diagonal for i = 1,2,. ., k. For X E A?~ there exist ai E C such T(X) = 
Cf=,aiNi = Cf,,a,U*D,U= U*(Cf=,aiDi)U. The mapping S defined by 
S(X) = UT(X)U* is clearly linear. Note that S(X) is diagonal and that 
0 = [T(X),V*XV] = [U*S(X>U,V*XV] for all X E Aj,. 
Let (Eij)Cj=, be the standard basis for A$~. Then {VE,jV*}tj=l is also a 
basis for Aj,. Let S(VEijV*) = Di. for i,j = 1,2,. . .,n. (Note that Dij is 
diagonal.) Then 0 = [U*S(VEijV*b,V*VEijV*V] = [U*DijU, Eij] where 
i, j = 1,2 , ., n. Let Dij = diag{di’;j), d’;zj), . . ., dzi”), and let U = (uij>. Then 
[U*DijU,Eij]= 0 implies that (a) C~!ld~k-jkZikj~kt =0 for t #j and (b) 
Z:=ldf&ktuki = 0 for t f i, i.e., (a) states that the off diagonal elements in 
row j of U*DijU are zero, and (b) states that the off diagonal elements in 
column i of U*DijU are zero. For s Z i and t # j, [U*(Dij + Dst)U, Eij + 
E,,] = 0 implies that the off diagonal elements in row t of U* DijU are zero, 
and the off diagonal elements in column s of U*DijU are zero. Hence, 
U* DijU is diagonal for all i,j = 1,2,. . . , n. Let X E .A?“. Then there exist crij 
such that X = C; j= l~ijVEijV*. Hence, T(X) = Cy j= laijU* DijU is diagonal 
for all XEA”. 
Let B be the tz x n matrix of all l’s, viz., bij = 1 for all i, j = 1,2,. , n, 
and let Bij = B + E,,. The only diagonal matrices that commute with each 
B,, are scalar matrices. Since [T(VBijV*), Bijl = 0, T(VB,,.V*) is scalar for all 
i,j = 1,2 ,.. .,n. That {VBijV*}tf’j=, is a basis for kj follows from {B,j}l~j=l 
being a basis for .A?‘,,. Therefore, T(X) is scalar for all X E An. Hence, there 
exists LY* E @ such that T(X) = a,Z. The map f defined by f(X) = (ox is 
clearly a linear functional, since T is linear. Therefore, T(X) = f(X)l. w 
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